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The next meeting of the Melbourne Group will be held at 5J-53
Hardware Street, Melbourne, on 9th December at 7,45 p.m. The Guest
Speaker will be Mr,. Stan Willis, veteran Socialist and Trade Unionist.

'Experiences in 50 years Working Class Activity'.
f;

Members are invited to bring friends.
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Note change of venue.
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A new book to be issued shortly by the Jacaranda Press will be
the most complete history of the Labour movement in Queensland with a
full bibliography and. a list of the Laboxir Press.of that State-.

A recent interesting publication is 'The Queer People , The
Australians in Paraguay' by Gavin Souter. This is the story of 'New
Australia', 'Cosme' and William Lane and his followers. Price $6.95.
'Preston, Lands & People' by H,W, Porster author of other

histories, available from Town Clerk, Preston at $2,70 prior to

30/11/1968, after that date at $3,50.

A new edition of the pamphlet 'A Financial Invasion* by Mr,
E.W, Peters M.P, is now available.

It is double the size of the first
edition and. contains more up to date material. Price $0.45.

A new Exhibition is current at the LaTrobe Library of The
Charles Troedel Collection of early commercial lithography. This'

interesting display opened on 8/11/1968 and will conclude on 13/12/1968,
Would those members unfinancial, please expedite payment

direct to the Treasurer John Moloney, History Department, School of

General Sciences, National University, Canberra.

Anyone interested in details of a Queensland radical pamphlet
service can inquire of same from Editor,.
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At the last meeting of the group the following Officers of the
group were re-elected Chairman

- S, Merrifield,

Vice Chair - T. Audley,
Treasurer

- D, Hudson,

For the position of Secretary, D, Hardy retired and J, Arrowsmith of Box 135/141 Nicholson Street, Carlton, was elected.
NORMAN RANCIE

Norman, one of the dwinr-.ling ,band of I.W.M,: members, died

recently on 13/4/1968 aged 80 years having being born on 3/2/1888, the
son of an o!id Australasian Secular Association member.

He first heard TJom Mann lecturing for the Social Questions
Committee in 1905 and shortly afterwards with sister Ida became a

member of the V,S,P, He attended Bernar.d O.'Dowd's Sunday morning
History Class, Tom T-unnecliffe's Economic^Class' ^d"Tom"Mann's
Speakers Class and quickly absorbed the teachings, he became one of the
band of soap boxers with John Curtin/Prank Hyett, E,J, Russell, Joe
Swebless and others who spoke during the street meeting campaign of the
V,S,P, at the South Melbourne Mnrkct, Prihran, Richmond and other
plncos,
^
,
'
' ' ■ ,.
7
JR j:
Norman was one of the 18 guinea pigs who volxonteered to carry
on the Richmond Free Speech fight and was one of the first to be

summonsed for speaking on Saturday 8/lo/l907,
, ^

The case was down for hearing on 2nd Nov, hut he' w^a's admitted

to St.Vincents Hospital on the 2.8th with influenza, pnuemonia and
pluerisy, A deputation to the Council appears to have resulted in a
settlement of the dispute anjd .the ca'se appears, to haye been 'struck out.

He left for Broken Hill witji Charlie Green another, V,S:,P,
member and then went to Sydney where he joined the I,¥,W, and back to
Broken Hill where by 1914 he was President of the I,W,W, Local which

was recognised by the A,M,A, and whose meetings of 1000 people were
regular features, A special squad pf. members was fomed to prote<ct»
meetings ^and, went aimied,. with pickhandles and other weapons. The
conservative section of the community had formed the 'Barrier Boys
Brigade' to break up gatherings and beat'up the I,¥,W, members but
police action was taken and they were ordered to stay away or else
be charged, with provoking a riot.

In 1915, Rancie was gaoled for one month for working on I,¥,¥,
propaganda and shortly afterwards left"for Sydney where following the
gaoling of Tom Barker for his= famous slogan , ■'

'■

TO, ARMSJ I

Capitalists, Parsons, Politicians,
Landlords, Newspaper Editors"and

Other Stay-at-home Patriots,
YOUR COUNTRY NEEDS YOU IN
THE TRENCHESJ

.; .■ ■■
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WORKERS,

, ''

POLLOW YOUR MASTERSU

Norman became Editor of 'Direct Action' for two years until its
demise and Chaired Jack Brookfield's first meeting in the Sydney

Domain,

'Direct Action' was banned in 1917 and Noimian remained proud
of his association with the paper,' a complete file of which exists in
the Mitchell Library, and thus his name is assured to posterity but
sore that the Federal Government seized the printing press (apparently
without a court order) and it was later installed for teaching

purposes in the Sydney Technical' College, Norman called it 'robbery'.

Detective Sergeant McKay (later Chief Commissioner of Police)
was the chief short hand reporter at I.W.W, meetings but each party

was said to have respected the other, because he never tried to put
over any mean trick and he knew them as decent chaps. He and other

police were inclined to be apologetic over their duties and visited
the I,W,W, to close their organisation and the paper before any
summons could be made out under the Unlawful Associations Act, and if
maiie the men could truly enter a defense they were not members nor
Norman the Editor of the paper.

On being told men would not desert or quit, as being against
their I.W.W, principles, expressed the thought they were foolish and
would be sorry to see them imprisoned and left them to think it over,
Norman said he was arrested and occupied the same cell at

Central Police Station Sydney as Monty Miller, Tom Barker^ and 10

others, later after sentence, met two of the Broken Hill' 5, during
his 6 months imprisonment at Bathurst Gaol,

There is no doubt their courage and militantcy in the campaign

against Conscription incurred the displea'sure of authorities and the
disfavour of capital for their part in industrial struggles of the time.
In a letter and unpublished challenge to Hugh Buggys article

in the Australasian Post of 9/5/1957, he in,blistering vocabluary
repudiated the assertion the I.W.W, had sought to burn Sydney down.
Said I.W.W, condemned- Sabotage, were -antitheses of anarchists
who relied on individual thought and action and repudiated organisat
ion,

Said statement that I.W.W, were out to start a rebellion in war

time, Vas imagination, would have only resulted in their own slaughter,
%

»

To have burned down any means of production would'have been to
destroy those things which workers would want when they took over
•society.

During the 1920's, Norman wrote an item each week, for a paper
and gleaned and exposed many of the alleged* improper practices aroxxnd
the Labour Movement in Sydney, Most were an exposure of actions
deemed corrupt many came close to the exposure of individuals said to
be involved in these. Certain he wrote on the faction fights
prevalent at that time,
I

•

-

When J.A, Lyons was converted to the Tory Party, Norman wrote
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a famous article, 'What was Joe Lyons doing at the Melbourne Herald
Office last Thursday',

T j
4
he was movement
in Queensland
some he
years
and inevitably
arixted
into1930's
the militant
therefor
♦ Later
worked
on the

Wharves in Hobart and spoke frequently from the platform of Gerry
Mahoney, then radical and later
He was destitute and borrowed
the proverbial fiver for his fare, but twelve months later the lender
was fully re-imbursed,

^ In 1934 (vide
he spoke
overCall
S K.Z.
Labor Hour
on 'The Great Russian
Transfoxmiation'
Labor
23/8/1934
and 30/8/34),
Norman believed in the_efficacy of Industrial Organisation
and was critical of Labor and Communist Parties as confusing the
workers in the industrial sphere.

He did not persuade himself in his declining years that he
influence acedemic freedom, industrial tyranny.

Political duplicity, public morality or sectarianism in public life.
Nevertheless his spiritual home remained the Sydney Domain and
nin Sf
Potts
part wrestle
of Woolloomooloo,
and
he could still get ainkick
outPoint
of a formerly
torrid verbal
in which

•J®
aroT^d all political shysters, go-getters, grafters', false
pretenders and imposters,
15
and had
critical
of Labor
Politiciano,
Heanti-capitalist,
did not join theanti-communist
Labor Party but
great regard
for

dacK Lang as the 'greatest and best Labor Premier Australia ever had',

pq-m-Hc. Socialist
was philosophical
of I.W.W's,
the divisions
in Laboursparties
ranks.etc,,
Labor
Parties,
Parties, two
two Communist

as being inevitable in the battle of ideas and opposed Walter Thomas

Mills, U,S.L, Socialist and Author of the'Struggle for Existence'who
advanced the theory of the unity of Labour,
V,
^ a rogue
remembered
JohnandCurtin's
alldown
political
parties
needed
elephant'
this hadremark
'been 'That
the case
the pages
of
history, to Eddie Ward, Labor's latest, which had been a role permitted
-oy nis party,

'

. > .

He , accepted there was no perfection of personal charaetef in

perfect '■

indiJiduar

Labor political and industrial leader,

hAAn
c
Deen settling

' pleaded
ever
since,

for time to settle .down, Norman said he had

thought an individual in the labour movement had done his

nnL?
iai
was synomous

with

•ontribution to mankind provided he had been
never twisted. The term mates in his mind
class.
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Norman scorned the betrayers, the twisters or those who had
sold out for the proverbial pieces of silver, or who advocated class
peace at any price.

He had a long memory for those who transgressed this creed
and could quote ad lib the famous people who had failed his test.

Remembered the Socialist colleague of his early V.S.P, days, who was
unemployed, secured Labor selection and who was provided with a new
suit to face the electors by his mates clubbing in.

He deserted to the other side a few years later.
Caustic of Labor.M.L.C's appointed in N.S.W, pledged to
abolish the Upper House who failed to honor their pledges,
»

In a letter to the 'Century' on 15/7/1955 recalled and
■retailed splits and individuals of the past and spared neither mean
ings or feelings,

.

To his death on 13/4/1968 he remained for 50 years a faithful
supporter of the Collingwood Football Team and a lifelong believer

and upholder of his own brand of working class idealism/ which was
mainly rooted in the principles of the former I.W.W, He believed
these to be correct and remained critical of all other organisations.

THE ARISTOCRAT'S DREAM

I dreamt, as buried with my common clay,
Close by a common beggar's side I lay.
And as so mean an object shocked my pride.

,

Thus like a corpse of consequence I cried

Scoundrel begone, and henceforth touch me not;
More manners learn, and at a distance rot
When with a haughtier tone of voice cried he

Proud lump of earth, I scorn thy words and thee.
Here all are equal now; thy lot is mine
This is my rotting place, and' that is thine,

.

Anonymous,

PETER LALOR.r EUREKA
AND C,KIERNAN,.
r
^

Early in the reply of Mr, Kiernan.he . says... - 'Nothing that

Mr, Pearce has outlined in his review makes me want to change my
opinion',
This is illuminating NOTHING not even as to whether Eureka

and Bakery Hill are synonymous.
The difference between us is not as he states in his paragraphs
which are slantings in" an endeavour to gain an advantage,
1,

The alternative is not that of the influence of the Irish

(vide Kiernan) as against mine of the conditions on the gold fields
which affected all miners evenly,
I never even remotely mentioned the conditions on the gold
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fields and challenge him to specify where I did*
I made no reference to, or mention of, the 'ethical'

considerations of Lalor's 'stand at Eureka' but only in reference to
his treatment^of the miners at mines in Creswick of which he was
Chairmdn of.Directors, long after Eureka and as countering Mr,Kiernan's
fulsOme claims of the ethics of Lalor's Parliamentary attitude,,
3*

Mr, Kiernan says ■'I believe that Lalor's part in the Eureka

revolt was of the first importance, Mr, Pearce does not agree,

NQ SUCH THING — the importance of Lalor's part was not
mentioned by me in that relation whatsoeyer. Prom the•time he did

actually have control I agree his part in the affair was of importance

but not before,

The issue is and was 'did Lalor 'take' control of the situat

ion which is a different matter in every respect,

VT4 T_ material
Kiernanand
further
says 'I prefer
draw my
evidence
published
from library
sources to
rather
than
rely onfrom
the

memory of Mr, Pearce's grandfather and/or his father'.

This infers

my whole case rests on these grounds alone. He makes no qualificat
ion, I used those" names as displaying family support of -Lne printed

references that I quoted from the 'Creswick Advertiser' and for which
I gave reference dates and as far as I am aware neither relative was
the author of that material,

T7
1 and drew my references
aware as Mr.
of the standard material on
Eureka
fromKiernan
this

site of Eureka,. I drew my references from

printed material as well as personal knowledge of the locality.
Where did Mr,Kiernan get his ideas,
s&ys that my criticisms are minor-enes or rise from

differences of interpretation, NOT,AT ALL. They arise from the

acceptance or not of plain statements of fact, such as 'did Lalor
control of- the diggers at Ballarat"'.

Lalor arrived'at Bakery Hill on SOth Nov.-^at "4 p.m. and only

stepped forward when no other leader was present and offered himself
as leader. This is a statement of fact or not.
'l
His .submission as leader to the decision of the council of

prominent leaders at Diamonds Store, the same night or that Lalor
^ 4. the meeting
expressed
his attitude
Raffaelo
I have
not
presumption
to assume
the chief (vide
command
no moreP,81).
than any
other

man who means well in the cause of the diggers'.

Are these facts Or

no TJ 0

Does this appear as if he took command,: Gnce 'elected' by his
peers to command, he acted the parFi:? he said he would,

TToo
T Thenformed
about of
thewhich
'pikes',
Raffaelo
(page 79)
a 'Pikeman
Division'
was already
Curtain
was.Captain,
before
Lalor mounted

the stump on the 30th.

Raffaelo continues 'said pikeman division was among the first

that' took up arms on Thursday, 30th November, Immediately after the
licence hunt'. The latter was on Thxirsday morning and at which Lalor
did not attend until 4 p.m.

How then can he be charged with 'arming his men for the most

part with pikes which were obselete in war', especially when he
issued instructions pikes were only to be secured if they could not
obtain arms„

Mr, Kiernan will have noted I still use the name 'Raffaelo'

and I refer to Raffaelo's book, page 52 where he quotes from an 'Argus'
reporter who was referring to a Mr, J.H, Dunne and to Raffaelo,

'He (please Raffaelo or Dunne, fine pair together) did not
consider himself under any obligation to the lawyers; he (but who?
Dunne or Raffaelo) was not fond of yabber yabber'.
The interpolations are Raffaelo's own and there can be no

mistake, he couples 'Raffaelo' with the surname of 'Dunne' and used it
twice in a deliberate manner.

He appears to wish to be known as''Raffaelo' in the English
manner and who are we to say he was wrong,

Mr, Kiernan commits a further mistake, I did not say the
Stockade site was 'well chosen'. All I did was to give the background
to the choice of time. This helps to explain why so many Irishmen
were in the Stockade at the time of the attack when the diggers thought
they had a promise from the Commissioner that he would not do so.

Of'the 1500 men who marched in on Thursday only 150 remained
on Sunday morning,

Raffaelo P, 85 says, 'I solemnly declare to whom so ever it
may concern that up to 4 p,m, Saturday there was not one single
division distinguished by nationality or religion'.

There is no evidence that the site was intended as a permanent

fortification, everything was done on the spur of the moment, as is
indicated by Raffaelo when he wrote (page 85) and referring to about
6 p,m, on the Saturday,
'I requested the 'diggers to give us time for deliberation and
pledged my ^^?ord that I would,inform them of the result'.

To blame Lalor or diggers is unrealistic, everything .done up

to the "time of the fighting had been more or less a scramble. They
never really had the time to consider their position and this must
now be appreciated,

Mr. Kiernan's original article and reply are efforts to main
tain a pre-conceived view regarding the Irish diggers and will not
stand up to a detailed analysis of the facts.
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He did not attempt this in full and from his point of view
he would have been better to have ignored iny review,
H.H.Pearce.

'Editor. Mr, Kiernan's reply to this when received will conclude
correspondence.

GOLD POSSICKER

Jk*. And Jenny Lind and Catherine Hayes
Cap make the heart rejoice
Or bow it down in sadness

...
. , ,■
■' V" •

By the music of the voice

;;

, . t!;

-I; .jC'"

But there's nothing half so pleasant

As the music that I wish

^ ^

The rattle of an ounce of gold
■When panning off the dish
Thatcher. Gold fields troubadour
4 f-

■ <:j;i
f,

NO CONSCRIPTION ,

^

Brisbane Trade Union Congress, held in Trades Hall,
August 26 and 27, 1916,
Manifesto.

Fellow Unionists,-

Prom out of the ruddy glow of this World War a new tyranny is
being born more brutal than any yet devised by our industrial masters,
A new kind of slavery is slyly super-imposing itself on the already
breaking back of the worker - the slavery of Conscription,
In principle it is an instrument of national defence: in

practice it is made an instrument of working class subjugation.
is so under the Kaiser and the Czar,

It

It is so under the Union Jack

and the Tricolor of Prance, and if the workers of Australia permit
this ^eadly weapon of Capitalism to become the law of the country,
their fate will be the same,
WHY CONSCRIPTION IS WANTED

During the great Railway Strike in Prance when the men were

on the point of gaining complete victory, M, Briand,alleged Socialist

and Premier of Prance, used the conscript law to call the strikers
to the colors, and thus defeated the workers in 24 hours. The
conscript is treated more like a prisoner than a defender of his

country.

Remember that under conscription in Germany, Prance, Russia

and Italy, workmen on strike have been summoned under the colors and

compelled as soldiers to play the part of scabs against themselves
as trades unionists, and even to raise their bayonets against their
fellow workers. Such a system o\u? purse-patriots seek to impose
upon Australian workers. These patriots, who are now demanding the
blood of the workers, are of the same class who throughout the war
have brutally exploited the wives and children of those fighting in
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the trenches,
A UNANIMOUS COKGRESS

The appointed representatives of the workers of Brisbane,
fully realising the imminent danger of conscription convened a
Conference of all the Metropolitan Unions, which met at the Trades
Hall on Saturday and Sunday, August 26 and 27, 1916, to consider a
plan of united action whereby to defeat the conscription plot. Over
50 Unions were represented, and they unanimously deBided to fight
conscription to the utmost and use the most effective weapon which
the workers possess - the GENERAL STRIKE - in order to achieve victory.

The unanimity and determination of the delegates throughout the entire
proceedings of the conference was inspiring and clearly indicated
that they fully realised that the hour for action was upon the workers,
LABOR MOVEMENT BETRAYED

The Government realising more acutely even than the workers
the irrisistible strength of the general strike immediately took
action to suppress' the results of the conference deliberations. All
communications sent through the Post and Telegraph Office were
ruthlessly suppressed and censored. The censorship was dramatically

and instantaneously extended, and all reference in the press of
Australia, not only to the general strike, but to conscription
matters generally was made a military offence, \ander military instruct
ions, This suppression was maintained in order to silence the people
of this Commonwealth until the Prime Minister was pleased to divulge

his scheme. As you are aware, Mr, Hughes has now told us what he
intends to do. There is no necessity to say what he intends to do is
not; what the Labor mo.vement would have him do. The duty Of the Hughes
Government was to answer the clamor of the conscriptionists by
voicing the universally expressed opinion of Labor organisations'.
Its duty was to stand, up and utter an unqualified and unwavering 'NO'

to^ these, capitalist s.chemers. The Government miserably failed' in
its duty, and thereby, betrayed the movement,
''

, '' '

'

. COWARDLY TACTICS

Mr, Hughes, while announcing his intention to adopt compulsory

service for single men, under the Defence S.ct provisions, if
voluntarism fails to provide 32,000 men within a month - an extremely
unlikely happening - has sheltered behind a referendum on the straightout conscription issue.

You will be told that this is the most fair

and democratic way of dealing with the question. It is nothing of the
sort, It is diabolically unfair, because it will give many tens of
thousands of ineligibles the right to vote, whereas tens of thousands
of eligible youths will have no voice on the question. It is also
unfair because the rigid censorship will stifle fair discussion on
the issue, so far as anti-conscriptionists are concerned. It is also
unfair because Mr, Hughes proposes to impose partial conscription
whether the people like it or not,
LABOR MUST BE READY.

Your representatives, realising the possibilities of such a
subtle move as this imposition of partial conscription, decided
unanimously to call a massed stop-work meeting of the whole of

Brisbane unionists immediately the proclamation for mobilisation was
issued.

Any extension of the regular military practice which increases
the nxjmber of the defence forces is totally unnecessary for home
defence, and can only be used as an insidious method of foisting
further compulsory service on unwilling citizens,

\

, The fight on this issue is going to be the biggest,' most
momentous, and most bitter fight in the history of the Labor movement.

Labor must gird itself together to win. If we fail in this fight
the industrial movement will be paralysed, and the workers menaced
with the greatest weapon capitalism has devised for the subjugation
of industrial unionism,

WORKERS, your representatives, acting in the best interests
of the working class movement, will do all that is possible.
But the issue rests with you,

, Let Labor act. The menace is to Labor, and Labor alone can
crush it. If necessary when the call comes, let the wheels:of
•
production stop rather than that the yoke of conscription be fastened

upon you. Show the master-class, despite what other countries may do,
that the workers, of Australiav refuse to be crushed by the juggernaut
of MILITARISM,":

r ,

^;

Signed on behalf of the Conferences-

Ri Mhlvey, President Industrial Council

G,Brown (Socialist Party)

W,H, Harrison J.P, Vice-Pres,
E,J, Hanson (Plumbers)
E„H, Lane (A.W,U,): .

H.WiSevers (Shop Ass,)

"

T,H,Sewell {Ped,Theat,

Employees)

A, Hildreth (A.S,E,): ;
I,D, Pidgeon (QeT,A,),:.
W,J, Wallace (Paintersj
J, Riordan (A,W,U.)

H,W,Brice (Boot Trade)
C,A,Boulton (A,M,I,E,TJ,)
A,H,Gibson

."

Geo,H,Marriott'(P.E,D, and
A,Skirving
P,A,)

W, Wright (Pro, Carpenters)

Geo,W,Gavin (Secretary)
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL"

Committees continued.
SESSION 1873

Address of Congratulation to
Administrator of Government .

ittee to draw up reasons for insist

Mining on Private Property Bill

ing on amendments

SESSION

Land Act 1869 Amendment Bill - Comm

187ii

Constitution of Council

Crimes and Offences Prevention Bill

SESSION 1876^

Increase in Members of the Council
SESSION 1877-78

Railway Construction Bill

•

.

Payment of Members of Parliament

Mining on Private Property Bill Goulburn Valley Railway
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Laying Aside Appropriation Bill - The Crisis - Address to Governor

Memorandum of Chief Sec, Address Address to Governor - payments on
The Crisis - Address to Queen
votes of Legislative Assembly
SESSION 1879-80

Despatches from Colonial Office
Stamp Duties Bill

Supreme Court Jurisdiction and
Procedure Bill

SESSION 1880-81

Payment of Members

Reform of the Constitution

Parliamentary Usage
Betting Prevention

Constitution of Council Bill,

Bill

SESSION 1881

Legislative Council Offices

Retirement of the Clerk of the

Council Elections 1882 Bill

Council

Importation and Examination of Tea
SESSION 1882-85

Address to Queen

Alterations in Council Chamber

Railway Accident, Jolimont
Licences Qualifying Bill

Address to Queen - on victories of

Her Majesty's Naval and Military
Forces in Egypt

SESSION 1883

Standing Orders - to Consider
and Revise
SESSION 1884

Substantive General Law
Consolidation Bill
SESSION 1886

Officers of Parliament (Joint)

Melbourne Hospital

SESSION 1887

Codification of Laws (Joint)
SESSION 1888

' •"

^

Centennial International Exhibit- Increase in Members of the Legislat
ion Reception (Joint)
General Code Bill,(Joint)

ive Council

Chinese Immigration Restriction Bill
(Joint)

SESSION 1889

Consolidation of Laws (Joint)

Customs Duties Bill (Joint)

SESSION 1890

Princes Bridge Improvement

Parliamentary Standing Committee
on Railways

SESSION 1891

Case of the Hon. H, Gore
SESSION 189a

Stamp Duties Bill

Railways Act 1890 Amendment Bill
(Conference)

V

!

—IS-

ON 1895

s Heaney

Life Assurance Companies Law Amend-

,C of Employment

ment Bill

;SSION 1895-96

Aectric Light and Power Bill
Usurious Money-Lenders

Factories and Shops Act 1890
Amendment Bill
.

f/s.

1/

f

SESSION 1896

Companies Act 1890 Amendment Bill

SESSION 1897

^ - r

'I-

■

Factories and Shops Act Amend.Bill Exported Products-Bill

.r :. ■

SESSION 1898

Immigration Restriction Bill
Exported Products Bill
,

7

Permanent Artillery Apporntments'
Electric Traction on Railways

SESSION 1899-1900

Trading Coupons Abolition Bill

4^5. '

^v'■v.
-iT-;,

SESSION 1901

klection Traction on Railways

Money Lenders: Bill

-{t

"

■ "i- .

Case of A. Dabscheck
SESSION 1902

Electric Traction on Railways

- ■

SESSION 1908

The Unemployed

■ c i'

,

'■ , -

'

"

SESSION 1909

Railway Passenger Service in the Coimtry Districts
SESSION 1910

State Coal Mine

.

,. •;;:.

SESSION 1915-14

Supreme Court Acts Amendment Bill Housing of the People (Joint) ,.4714.
SESSION 1914

Consolidation of the Laws (Joint) Elect, of the Sub,Railways Alleged
profits on Contracts

SESSION 1915

...

Consolidation of the Laws (Joint)

7

Meat Export - Improper Conduct
Imputed

SESSION 1917-19

Nationality of the Late Dr^Sachse
SESSION 1919
Brands Bill

SESSION 1927
Apprenticeship Bill

.-vV, •

''

■ ■'
"

••

.• .

■
,r

;
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SESSION

.

1928

Nurses Eegistrati'Dn Bill

Race-courses and Race-meetings

SESSION 1950

Unemployment Insurance (Joint)
SESSION 1955

Legislative Council Electoral Law
SESSION

'.

:

1955

Airport for Melbourne

_

-

SESSION 1959

Privilege (Articles in Truth

Newspaper)
SESSIONS 1959-60. 1960-1. 1961-2-.1962-5

Distribution of Population (Joint)
SESSION 1965-66. 1966-7. 1967-8

Drainage (Joint)
SESSION 1967-68

Meat Industry
Road Safety

All tQ 1939 were established by Resolution , those
subsequently by an Act of both Houses.

Further reply by G. Kiernan.
Peter Lalor and Eureka.

Pearce is surprised that, in my opinion, he has contributed
nothing to the interpretation of Lalor's career. If he wants to
make a contribution, he should write an article of hiff own instead

of making obscurantist comments on my original contribution.
Perhaps he has tried this and failed. Elsewhere he suggests I should
ignore his review, a fate it richly deserves. This I now do.
The important question is why Lalor and his Irish friends
were inside the Stockade while others were either absent or had never

been there at all. It is still too early to exactly classify all
those who tried their luck on the gold fields. Some things, however,
are quite clear. Then, just as now, there were people prepared to
stand aside and to criticise Lalor and his supporters who were
prepared to fight and, if necessary, to die rather than submit to
injustice.
Those who were loudest in their condemnation of Lalor were

men who were too cowardly to stand up and fight beside him.

Time

has decided between them, l^lle Lalor's name stands for what is
best in the Australian tradition, the belief in freedom, the names
of the cowards who deserted him are well and truly forgotten.
Pearce relies chiefly on family information, which purports
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to come from his father/grandfather, and on the Creswick Advertiser,
for his key contribution, which is aimed at discrediting Lalor
for his treatment of miners at Creswick.
His statement 'As far as I am aware neither relative was the

author of that material' raises more questions than it answers.
The editor of the Creswick Advertiser was more careful than

Pearce in that he did not nominate who was being vilified.

To have mentioned Lalor's name, if that was intended, would
have been to ensure either a case of libel, or a horse whipping,
or both. Now, with Lalor well and truly dead, it is easy for some,
though they have inherited from Lalor, to belittle him. What Lalor

did will be remembered long after Pearce, and"what he has written,
are forgotten.
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